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AdvAnce InformAtIon

The Edinburgh Art Book is a pocket-sized gallery of incredible 
treasures, showcasing the talent of local artists as they take inspi-
ration from their beloved home. A charming, colourful homage to 
Edinburgh’s iconic monuments and most beautiful spots, as seen 
through the eyes of its artists.

Description

Emma is a collage artist, creating vibrant intricate hand-cut col-
lage pictures using minute details. Her fascination with design and 
recycling leads to beautiful collages, as in the cover of this lovely 
book.

About the Editor

other tItles In the serIes

Edited by Emma Bennett

“These are the streets of my childhood revealed and adorned by its very 
own artists in a wonderful variety of colour and style”

IAIN GLEN, ACTOR, GAME OF THRONES

“A wonderful collection of artists who have captured both the city’s beauti-
ful starkness and its astonishing vivacity”
MILES JUPP, ACTOR AND COMEDIAN

“A great book with beautiful pictures of our home city”
CRAIG AND CHARLIE REID ‘ THE PROCLAIMERS’

“This growing series of books, is a beautiful introduction to an expansive 
universe of artists, known and unknown, and there can be no end of benefit 

from that”
ROBERT CAVANAH, SCOTTISH TV AND FILM ACTOR

Endorsements

Sales & Marketing Highlights

Content:

 - A great display of local talent
 - A showcase of the beauties of Edinburgh in a single book.
 - Ideal as a gift or souvenir.
 - Endorsed by Iain Glen, Miles Jupp. The Proclaimers & others.


